DISASTERS AND LIBRARIES
Prevention, intervention, reconstruction of the paper and digital collections, and infrastructures after a disaster

The main purpose of this satellite conference is to present the solutions found in the libraries and archives to deal with disaster focuses on the use of the new technologies to limit the damages, the role of the regional and international cooperation for prevention, intervention and reconstruction with a special part dedicated to the Asia-Pacific situation.

This satellite conference includes a half day workshop on how the nanotechnologies can help to deal with disasters in libraries and archives.

This satellite meeting will have a panel discussion around the register@risk section project in relation with the IFLA key initiative 4 and the international cooperation during and after disasters.

Venue
14 & 15 August 2013
Nanyang Academy of Fine Arts, 80endon Avenue, Nanyang Campus 1
 Wing B, Level 2 Visual Arts Seminar Room 803.08. Singapore 199555
Time: 0930hrs to 1700hrs
Admission: Free

Inscription
Send in your registration form attached to Danielle.Minio@bca.und.edu.sg, afgeir@gmail or enquiry@mbranet.com

Programme
14 August 2013
9.15am
Welcome of all participants
9:30am - 10:45am
The experience and the journey of preservation and conservation for a better tomorrow
Presentation of an innovative preservation method and a nano-coating treatment by Mh nano-Tecnologies (Singapore)
Participants’ privilege
Each inscribed participant to the satellite meeting is invited to send a sample to be treated by Mh nano-Tecnologies and discover the result at the conference.

Kindly send your sample and the following address by 30 June 2013:
Mh nano-Tecnologies Pte Ltd
151 Poin Pangjang Road
Lobby D 03.08 Poin Pangjang Daipark
Singapore 1184890
10:45am - 11:00am
Tea Break
11:00am - 11:30am
Brief presentation of the different tests and analysis of Mh nano-Tecnologies coating treatment by restorers in Switzerland - Danielle Minio
11:30am - 12:30pm
Roundtable Discussion - How can the nano-technologies help to deal with disasters in libraries and archives? Where and how what this treatment can be used for preservation purpose?
12:30pm - 5:00pm
Cultural tour to places of interest & museums in Singapore

Programme
15 August 2013
9.15am
Welcome of all participants
9:30am - 10:30am
Preservation against disaster
Towards the creation of a disaster knowledge platform - the Jamaica’s JISER project presentation by Fennette Williams, Office of Disaster Preparedness and Emergency Management Jamaica
Restoration and preservation of Islamic manuscripts in Suleymaniye Library
Presentation by: Hurmeyra Darik, Faeth Sultan Mehmet iksil University Library, Istanbul, Turkey
10:30am - 11:00am
Tea Break
11:00am - 12:00pm
Treatment after the disaster
Deforestation and drying methods of paper-based documents: A case study by Philippe Villos, BNC, Paris, France
How to treat dust and mould on 8,000 books from 18th and 19th century in 3 months?
By Danielle Minio, Bibliothèque camerounaise et universitaire - Louvainne, Switzerland
12:00pm - 12:30pm
Lunch Break
12:30pm - 1:45pm
Reconstruction after the disaster
After one year from last earthquake in Italy, among economic crises, expectations and needs to reanimate and restore the damaged Cultural Heritage
Presentation by Ornela Fogliani, Beni Libri, Milan, Italy
Conclusion of the morning presentation
12:30pm - 1:30pm
Lunch Break
13:30pm - 14:45pm
The use of the nano-technologies for preservation purposes
Brief presentation of the result of the tests in laboratory By Swiss and Italian restorers - Danielle Minio
Open discussion with the participants - moderators Danielle Minio and Ornela Fogliani
15.15pm - 16:30pm
IFLA Actions for disaster risk and preparedness and IFLA Key Initiative 4
Evolution of the project disaster risk and preparedness registered and world map for cultural heritage libraries
How do a efficient international and regional co-operation during and after the disasters? An Open Discussion with the participants
16:30pm - 16:45pm
Tea Break
16:45pm - 17:00pm
Conclusion and closing of the conference

Culture Tour Itinerary on 14 August 2013 from 12:30pm
Kuan Yin Shan Temple
Kuan Yin Shan Temple is a 100-year-old heritage in Singapore. During this visit, the group will be introduced to the Chinese heritage, witness the set-up of our “MB Preservation Centre” within the premises.
Buffet Lunch (Catered)

The Peranakan Museum
The Peranakan Museum explores the culture of Peranakan communities in Southeast Asia. The Peranakan Museum provides a stimulating and educational experience for all, while representing the living culture of the Peranakan community in the region.

Singapore Philatelic Museum
Singapore Philatelic Museum is the curator and curator of Singapore’s treasure of philatelic materials. The museum collections range from stamps and archival philatelic material of Singapore from the 1830s to present day, and stamps from member countries of the Universal Postal Union. The permanent galleries introduce the world of philately, the world’s first stamps, and how stamps are a window to the world to explore different topics such as science, technology, history and culture.
Buffet Dinner (Catered)
End of Program